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European style radiator with an integral valve suited to receive a non-electric thermostat. The surface 
temperature of the unit changes to match the room set point requirements. An oversized radiator to 
accommodate low temperature hydronics will never get hot to the touch. Many say this is the next 
best thing to radiant floor heat. A heating device that has a small footprint and is easy to clean around. 
These models can be recessed for a flush clean look.  The name says it all, a complete radiator with 
an invisible pipe system and integrated thermostatic radiator valve.

Types:  
Dimensions:  Length (Integral) from 15 ¾” to118 ⅛"

            (Plainor)  from 19 ⅝” to 78 ¾"Heating capacity: 

11 - 21 - 22 - 33
Height from 11 ¾” to 35 ⅜” 
from 1,000 to 47,000 BTU/hr

Standard Color:  RAL9016 white, custom colors available at additional cost.

Integral
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Kitchens are challenging spaces to place radiation. The Vertical radiator comes in 15 ¾’’ to 29 ½’ 
widths. Most Kitchens can accommodate this size. The introduction of towel rail accessories 
adds more functionality to your heating device. These units are also suitable for entry’s and other 
tough areas with limited wall space.

Types:  
Dimensions:           Widths from 15 ¾’’ to 29 ½’’
Heating capacity: 

10 - 20 - 21 - 22
Height from 59” to 82 ⅝’’ 
from  2900 to 15,000 BTU/hr

Standard Color:  RAL9016 white, custom colors available at additional cost

Vertical
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Straight round tubes that accommodate any thickness towel with our adjustable wall hanging system. 
Functional, never live without a warm dry towel again. Also a great way to supplement a warm floor.
The Bilbao is the curved version of Hawai with the same function. The curved design allows easier 
removal of your towels.

Types:  
Dimensions:           Length from 19 ⅝’’ to 29 ½’’
Heating capacity: 

5 - 6 - 9 - 12 - 15 - 18
Height from 21 ½’’ to 71 ⅛’’” 
from  1,000 to  5,000 BTU/hr

Standard Color:  RAL9016 white, custom colors available at additional cost

Hawai

Bilbao


